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The relationship between the number of philosophy and religion teachers in Utah
universities and the total viewership of the Aviva Premiership Rugby final has long
been a subject  of  curiosity and jest.  In this  study,  we  endeavored to tackle  this
perplexing conundrum with rigor and a good dose of humor. Using data from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and Wikipedia, our research team carefully analyzed the
correlation between the aforementioned variables. To our surprise and amusement,
we found a correlation coefficient of 0.9078932 and a statistically significant p-value
of less than 0.01 for the period spanning from 2003 to 2014. It appears that as the
number  of  philosophical  minds  and  theologians  in  Utah  increased,  so  did  the
viewership  of  the  rugby  final  -  quite  the  try-umph!  In conclusion,  our findings
suggest  a  compelling  link  between  the  intellectual  pursuits  of  philosophy  and
religion and the enthusiasm for competitive  rugby in  Utah.  This  study not  only
sheds light on the interconnectedness of seemingly disparate fields, but also provides
a light-hearted lens through which to view the impact  of academia on spectator
sports.  So,  next  time you're  in  Utah,  be  sure  to  thank a  philosophy  or religion
teacher  for  the  thrilling  rugby  matches  -  they're  clearly  doing  more  than  just
pondering life's big questions!

INTRODUCTION

     As the great philosopher Socrates once
said, "I know that I know nothing," except
that I know Utah is a hotbed of rugby and
theological musings. In this study, we delve
into  the  curious  and  somewhat  whimsical
connection  between  the  number  of
university philosophy and religion teachers
in Utah and the total viewership of the Aviva

Premiership  Rugby  final.  It's  a  topic  that
may  initially  elicit  a  chuckle,  but  the
statistical  rigor  and  scholarly  curiosity
behind  it  are  no  laughing  matter  -  well,
maybe a little bit.

     Picture this: a theology professor and a
rugby  enthusiast  walk  into  a  bar.  The
punchline? They're probably in Utah, where
the  intellectual  fervor  for  philosophy  and
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religion meets the fervent cheers for scrums
and tries. Our aim is not only to uncover the
statistical  relationship  between  these
seemingly incongruous variables but also to
inject  a  bit  of  levity  and  intrigue  into  the
amalgamation  of  academic  pursuits  and
sports fandom.

     As  we  embark  on  this  mirthful  yet
meaningful  quest,  let's  ponder  the  age-old
question:  what  do  you  call  a  philosophy
teacher who moonlights as a rugby fan? A
try-ponder, of course! But in all seriousness
(or as much seriousness as one can muster
when  discussing  rugby  and  theology),  the
intertwining of these two domains forms the
backdrop  of  our  investigation.  Can  the
philosophical  introspection  of  a  university
lecturer  indeed  influence  the  fervor  with
which  Utahns  embrace  the  adrenaline-
pumping  ruckus  of  a  rugby  final?  We're
about to find out - and, dare I say, it's bound
to  be  more  engaging  than  a  last-minute
conversion kick!

     Thus, with a spirit of academic inquiry
and a touch of merriment, our research sets
out  to  unravel  the  conundrum  that  has
tickled  the  intellect  and  funny  bone  alike.
So, buckle up and prepare for a journey that
traverses  the  realms  of  thought  and
athleticism,  where  the  scrum  meets  the
scriptures  and  statistical  correlations  meet
tongue-in-cheek  observations.  Let  the
merriment and insights commence! After all,
who said academia and sports can't collide
in a fervent dance of statistical significance
and good-natured jest?

Prior research

Do  philosophical  ponderings  and  spiritual
contemplations have the power to influence
the  viewing  habits  of  rugby  enthusiasts?

This is the question that has left scholars and
sports fans alike scratching their heads. The
intersection of theology and sports fandom
may appear  enigmatic,  but  recent  research
suggests  that  there  may  be  a  connection
worth exploring, or should I say, try-ringing
a  bell  about.  In  "Smith  et  al.'s
groundbreaking  work  on  the  Influence  of
Academic Disciplines on Spectator Sports"
the  authors  delve  into  the  intersection  of
academic pursuits and sports entertainment,
shedding  light  on  the  unexpected
correlations that can emerge.

While  the  conventional  wisdom  might
suggest that the number of philosophy and
religion teachers in Utah would have little to
no impact  on  the  viewership  of  the  Aviva
Premiership  Rugby final,  our  investigation
reveals  quite  the  opposite.  As  renowned
philosopher Immanuel Kant once said, "The
field  of  philosophy is  not  as  solitary  as  it
seems,"  and  our  findings  echo  this
sentiment. In "Doe and Jones' Study on the
Impact  of  Utah  Education  on  Sports
Enthusiasm,"  the  authors  note  a  surprising
uptick  in  rugby  match  viewership
correlating  with  the  increase  in
philosophical and theological scholarship in
the state.

Now, let's set aside the scholarly pursuits for
a  moment  and  delve  into  some  relevant
literature on the subject matter. Picture this:
"The  Philosophy  of  Rugby:  A Deep  Dive
into  Scrumptious  Musings"  by  Albecht
Schwarzenegger - a fictional title, of course,
but  one  that  could  certainly  pique  the
interest  of  both  rugby  enthusiasts  and
philosophy  aficionados  alike.  In  this
mythical tome, Schwarzenegger pontificates
on  the  existential  implications  of  a  well-
executed  scrum  and  presents  a  nuanced
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argument for the metaphysical significance
of a successful line-out.

But wait, there’s more! Consider "Theology,
Try-ology,  and Everything in  Between" by
J.K. Rowlings – a whimsical exploration of
the  parallels  between  theological  inquiries
and  the  strategic  maneuvers  on  the  rugby
field. Alas, you won't find these titles on any
library  shelf,  but  the  thought  experiments
they  conjure  up  are  nothing  short  of  try-
umphant.

In  our  pursuit  of  understanding  this
intriguing  correlation,  we  also  turned  to
some  rather  unconventional  sources.  Who
would have thought that the cartoon series
"Rugby Rascals and Religious Revelations"
and  the  children's  show  "Theological
Tackles  and  Touchdowns"  would  offer
insightful perspectives on the topic at hand?
Well,  brace  yourselves  for  a  chuckle,
because  as  it  turns  out,  these  fictional
productions served as surprisingly thought-
provoking resources in our quest to uncover
the dynamic relationship between academia
and sports fandom.

In tribute to the old adage that laughter is the
best  medicine,  and  considering  the
humorous  slant  we've  adopted  in  this
literature  review,  here's  a  fitting  dad  joke:
"What  did  the  rugby  ball  say  to  the
philosophy book? I'm all about making valid
points, but you're really on a roll!" Oh, the
pun-demonium!  As  we  gleefully  paddle
through the waters of academic inquiry and
sporting amusement, our quest continues to
unravel  the  enigmatic  ties  between  the
philosophical  musings  of  Utah's  educators
and  the  fervent  embrace  of  rugby  fervor.
Stay  tuned  for  more  statistical  revelations
and  pleasantly  absurd  insights  in  the
following sections.

Approach

To  investigate  the  enthralling  relationship
between  the  number  of  university
philosophy and religion teachers in Utah and
the  total  viewership  of  the  Aviva
Premiership Rugby final, we embarked on a
research journey that was as convoluted and
unforeseen  as  a  scrum-half  faking  a  drop
goal. Our data collection process was akin to
a rugby lineout - meticulously planned, yet
open to unexpected twists and turns.

First, we scoured the depths of the Bureau of
Labor  Statistics  to  acquire  data  on  the
number  of  philosophy  and  religion
instructors in Utah universities from 2003 to
2014.  We  were  knee-deep  in  statistical
analysis, navigating through the labyrinthine
corridors  of  labor  data  like  intrepid
adventurers  on  a  quest  for  academic
treasure.  Our  foray  into  these  data  troves
was not without its perils, but with a bit of
statistical  scrummaging,  we  emerged
victorious.

Next, to gauge the pulse of rugby fervor, we
gallivanted through the halls  of Wikipedia,
extracting data on the total viewership of the
Aviva  Premiership  Rugby  final  during  the
same time period. Our methodology for data
extraction was as thorough as a rugby team's
playbook, leaving no page unturned in our
pursuit of numerical enlightenment.

With  our  datasets  in  hand,  we  set  about
calculating  the  correlation  coefficient
between  the  number  of  philosophy  and
religion  teachers  and  the  rugby  final
viewership,  utilizing  rigorously  crafted
statistical  models  that  were  as  robust  as  a
front row prop. Our statistical analyses were
not for the faint-hearted, requiring a level of
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focus  and  determination  akin  to  that  of  a
rugby team defending their own try line.

To  assess  the  strength  and  significance  of
our findings, we employed various statistical
tests,  including  a  rugby-themed  adaptation
of the t-test, aptly dubbed the "try-test." This
innovative approach allowed us to quantify
the  extent  of  the  relationship  between  the
variables  and  determine  whether  it  was
statistically meaningful or just a fluke, much
like a last-minute Hail Mary pass in a rugby
match.

In  the  end,  our  methodology  not  only
exemplified  scholarly  rigor  but  also
embodied  the  spirit  of  tenacity  and
playfulness,  much  like  a  rugby  player
executing a textbook tackle with a touch of
finesse.  Our  data  collection  and  analysis
were  a  testament  to  the  marriage  of
diligence and whimsy, showcasing that even
in  the  realm  of  academia,  there's  always
room for a good pun - or in this case, a ruck-
ster of a good joke!

Results

Our  investigation  into  the  connection
between  the  number  of  university
philosophy and religion teachers in Utah and
the  total  viewership  of  the  Aviva
Premiership Rugby final yielded some rather
unexpected  yet  amusing  findings.  The
correlation  coefficient  of  0.9078932  we
uncovered  signifies  a  remarkably  strong
positive  relationship  between  these
seemingly unrelated variables. It seems that
pondering the mysteries of the universe and
the  on-field  maneuvers  of  rugby  players
indeed go hand in hand. This correlation is
as eye-opening as a textbook on metaphysics
in a packed lecture hall!

In line with our correlation findings, the r-
squared value of 0.8242701 indicates that a
considerable  82.42%  of  the  variation  in
rugby  final  viewership  in  Utah  can  be
explained by the number of philosophy and
religion teachers in the state's universities. It
appears that as the number of these scholarly
individuals increased, so did the fervor for
the  Aviva  Premiership  Rugby  final.  It's
almost  as  if  the  more  philosophical  minds
there are, the more rucks and mauls are on
everyone's minds!

The  statistical  significance  of  our  results
cannot be overstated, with a p-value of less
than  0.01  affirming  the  robustness  of  the
observed  correlation.  This  means  that  the
likelihood  of  observing  such  a  strong
association  between  these  variables  by
random  chance  is  less  than  1%,  lending
further weight to our findings. It seems that
this relationship is not a mere coincidence,
much  like  the  profound  impact  of
philosophical  musings  on  the  tenacity  of
rugby fans.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

To  visually  illustrate  the  extent  of  this
peculiar  yet  captivating  connection,  we
present  the  scatterplot  in  Fig.  1,  which
vividly  portrays  the  strong  positive
correlation  between  the  number  of
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philosophy  and  religion  teachers  and  the
total  viewership  of  the  Aviva  Premiership
Rugby final  in  Utah.  The plot  serves  as  a
stark  reminder  that  sometimes,  the  most
unexpected connections can give rise to the
most revelatory insights.

In summary, our results unveil a correlation
that  underscores  the  unexpected  resonance
between the realms of academia and sports
fandom  in  Utah.  It  appears  that  the
intellectual  endeavors  of  philosophy  and
religion teachers do more than just stimulate
the  mind;  they  also  fuel  the  fervor  for
riveting rugby matches. This study not only
illuminates  the  often-overlooked  interplay
between diverse spheres  of  human interest
but  also  offers  a  lighthearted  testament  to
the  multifaceted  influence  of  scholarly
pursuits on the world of sports. It seems that
in  Utah,  the  philosophical  and the  athletic
are not just compatible, but also intricately
intertwined - a revelation as delightful as a
well-timed rugby joke in a lecture hall.

Discussion of findings

The results of our study not only confirm but
also infuse a  considerable dose of intrigue
and  mirth  into  the  previously  cryptic
relationship  between  the  number  of
university philosophy and religion teachers
in Utah and the total viewership of the Aviva
Premiership  Rugby  final.  The  robust
correlation  between  these  seemingly
unrelated  variables  mirrors  the  spirited
camaraderie  one  might  witness  in  a  rugby
scrum,  demonstrating  that  the  scholarly
pursuits  of  philosophical  and  theological
inquiry can indeed foster a passion for the
physical feats on the rugby field. It's as if the
thinkers  and the  athletes  are  engaged in  a
spirited,  albeit  unspoken,  philosophical

debate about the existential significance of a
well-executed try!

Building  on the  earlier,  slightly  whimsical
mention  in  the  literature  review,  it  seems
that Immanuel Kant's  observation that "the
field  of  philosophy is  not  as  solitary  as  it
seems"  takes  on  a  whole  new  level  of
significance.  The  intellectual  curiosity  of
philosophy  and  religion  teachers  seems  to
have  a  palpable  impact  on  the  collective
enthusiasm for the Aviva Premiership Rugby
final  -  a  testament  to  the  far-reaching
influence  of  academia  on  unexpected
domains.  It's  almost  as  if  while  these
teachers  grapple  with  the  mysteries  of
existence, their intellectual fervor spills over
to  the  rugby  fan  base,  infusing  their
discussions with the same zeal as a die-hard
fan analyzing a nail-biting match.

Our  findings  align  with  prior  research
exploring the impact of Utah education on
sports  enthusiasm,  as  noted  by  Doe  and
Jones. The surge in rugby final viewership
corresponding  to  the  rise  in  philosophical
and theological scholarship within the state
supports  the  notion  that  these  academic
pursuits  have an engaging effect  on sports
fandom.  In  a  manner  reminiscent  of  the
seamless elegance of  a  well-executed line-
out,  our  results  harmonize  with  those  of
Smith  et  al.,  underscoring  the
interconnectedness  of  academic  disciplines
and spectator sports.

Amid  the  contemplation  of  the  existential
implications  of  a  well-executed scrum and
the strategic maneuvers on the rugby field,
one  cannot  dismiss  the  seemingly  novel
correlation  our  study  has  unveiled.  The
statistical  strength  of  the  correlation,
bolstered  by  the  compelling  visual
representation in the scatterplot, invites us to
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ruminate on the unexpected revelations that
can  emerge  when  diverse  realms  intersect.
The depth of the connection depicted in our
findings  challenges  the  conventional
boundaries between intellectual pursuits and
physical entertainment, much like a nimble
rugby player eluding a series of tackles.

In closing, our study provides a light-hearted
yet  thought-provoking  examination  of  the
intricate  interplay  between  academic
scholarship and the passion for competitive
rugby in Utah. It underscores the profound
impact  of  intellectual  pursuits  on  diverse
spheres  of  human  interest,  demonstrating
that  in  the  realm  of  rugby  and  scholarly
inquiry,  truth  is  stranger  -  and  more
fascinating - than fiction. So, next time you
tune into a rugby match in Utah, don't forget
to  appreciate  the  philosophical  and
theological  minds  shaping  the  fervor
surrounding  the  game  -  after  all,  they're
clearly more than just spectators in the grand
theatre of life's enigmatic pursuits!

Conclusion

In conclusion, our study has illuminated an
unexpectedly robust correlation between the
number  of  university  philosophy  and
religion  teachers  in  Utah  and  the  total
viewership of the Aviva Premiership Rugby
final.  It  seems  that  when  it  comes  to  the
intersection of cerebral musings and scrums,
there's more than meets the eye - or perhaps,
more than meets the ruck! This finding not
only  highlights  the  interconnectedness  of
academia and sports fandom but also adds a
touch of whimsy to the scholarly discourse.

So, what do you call it when a philosophy
teacher  watches  rugby?  A  try-omp  of
intellectual  and  athletic  pursuits!  It's  clear
that the pursuits of academia and sport are

not mutually exclusive,  but rather coalesce
in  a  quirky  yet  compelling  dance  of
influence.

Therefore, in the spirit of academic rigor and
a  good  pun,  we  can  confidently  conclude
that  no  further  research  is  needed  in  this
area.  It  appears  that  the  philosophical  and
religious  minds  of  Utah  truly  do  add  a
heavenly  touch  to  the  heart-pounding
excitement  of  rugby  -  and  that's  one
correlation we can count on.
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